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Smart Transport Systems
• Connections to enable informed people, 

optimising transport choices and energy 
systems to create better places



Delivering Desirable Change in an 
Uncertain World

With many uncertainties the sensible course is 
to focus on known facts and enable as many 

options as possible 

What are the facts and what are our options?
Making the most of our potential

Start with evidence and build delivery 
partnerships
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Smarter Travel with Shared Aims 
and Responsibilities



Planning for Possible Future 
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What Changes are Needed to 
Infrastructure

Hyper-Connected

Hyper-Location

Hyper-Mobility
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Place making investment 
programmes

• Work with local people and businesses
• Shared investment programmes in urban 

realm
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A New Industrial Revolution

In Focus Find Out MoreHave You Considered?

Glasgow was an engine of
the 19th century industrial
revolution of shipbuilding
and manufacturing. Some
people call the transition
to a smart clean city the
new 21st century industrial
revolution.

Instead of economic
growth from more
consumption, we can live
and work smarter. An
economy of new
experiences is replacing
the economy of more
goods.

We have arrived at a
crossroads. In one direction
relying on more production
and consumption for wealth
creation will create a dark,
grey, dirty world with more
traffic and pollution.

In the other direction is a
future with a wealth of clean
renewable energy and new
better experiences in a smart
clean environment.

Some people call the 21st

century industrial revolution
the knowledge and
experience economy.

It is up to us to decide if we
want to adopt new habits for
better work and leisure
experiences. A clean, quiet
street with a mix of trading
and leisure activities is one
example of this new
economy.

Augmenting 
the Reality of 
Citizens with 

new 
“Windows 

on the 
World”

A New Industrial Revolution

In Focus Find Out MoreHave You Considered?

Glasgow was an engine of
the 19th century industrial
revolution of shipbuilding
and manufacturing. Some
people call the transition
to a smart clean city the
new 21st century industrial
revolution.

Instead of economic
growth from more
consumption, we can live
and work smarter. An
economy of new
experiences is replacing
the economy of more
goods.

If we walk to local shops and
services we can reduce much
of the traffic on the streets.
Over 50% of trips are short
and convenient for walking
and cycling.

If the local streets where you
live are not pleasant and safe
for walking then the council
needs to hear about this from
you so provide feedback at
www.glasgowsmart.info.

A smart successful economy
in Glasgow starts with the
people. What services and
technologies would help you
to be more successful? What
would you find useful?

Some people think that your
mobile phone could provide
more services like a personal
butler. What would you use?
Try some of the apps at
www.glasgowsmart.info.

A New Industrial Revolution

In Focus Find Out MoreHave You Considered?

Glasgow was an engine of
the 19th century industrial
revolution of shipbuilding
and manufacturing. Some
people call the transition
to a smart clean city the
new 21st century industrial
revolution.

Instead of economic
growth from more
consumption, we can live
and work smarter. An
economy of new
experiences is replacing
the economy of more
goods.

The knowledge revolution
depends on what you know
about your neighbourhood.
Thinking about all of the
stages of your journey today
try completing the feedback
form for each stage at
www.glasgowsmart.info

Check how much money you
could save by travelling more
cheaply. How could you
spend the money instead?

Measure the carbon footprint
of your travel. Complete the
online calculator at
www.glasgowsmart.info

What could you change to
reduce the carbon you use
when travelling?

Scan the code



Many Barriers to Smart Working
• Inconsistency and loopholes in policies and 

legislation -Transport, health, education, social 
work, employability/regeneration

• Accountability and funding – More service 
level agreements and performance 
management needed to turn aspirations of 
plans into funded programmes



The enabling framework from 
Scottish Government

• Nationally enabled…Locally promoted
– Funding – transport change investment
– Tools/technology/publicity

• Bend spending 
– Planning and development
– Delivering systems and network

• New types of payments and accounts
• Community Empowerment

– Participation and asset transfer
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